The special function XHhL (the Walker function) and its derivatives are important for the description of near-wall turbulent flows. This article gives exact expressions for these functions, based on original identities for the hypergeometric functions 1 F 1 and p F p . We also introduce a new initial value problem that generates interpolating functions for XHhL and its derivatives. ‡ Introduction
‡ Introduction
The quantitative description of turbulent flows is known to be severely hampered by the extremely rapid variations in the mean and higher-order statistics in the near-wall region. Some very early studies [1, 2, 3] showed that the basic structure of an attached turbulent boundary layer consists of a viscous wall layer, in which the turbulent and laminar stresses are of comparable magnitude, and a defect layer, in which the velocity profile may be expressed in terms of a small perturbation to the external flow solution [4] . Also, [1, 2, 3] showed that this structure naturally leads to a universal velocity solution that has logarithmic behavior and depends on the velocity and length scales based on the friction velocity.
For separated flows, this picture changes dramatically; the friction velocity reduces to zero, so that a new scaling procedure based on the local pressure gradient at the wall needs to be introduced. The logarithmic solution is then reduced to a square-root velocity profile. Aspects of the complex flow structure due to separation are thoroughly discussed in [4] .
To incorporate the structure of organized motion into a near-wall analytical model, Walker et al. [5] proposed a time-dependent formulation based on the dynamical features of the wall layer. Following the general description commonly found in the literature, the flow dynamics are considered to be dominated by two features: wall layer streaks and the bursting phenomenon. The streaks are elongated in the flow direction, with length of the order of 1000 d + (where d + = n ê u * , n is the kinematic viscosity, and u * is the friction velocity), and can be observed over a large characteristic time, the quiescent period [6] .
Analytical near-wall solutions for turbulent flows are of central significance, since the extreme thinness of the viscous sublayer naturally demands the use of exceptionally fine meshes in the numerical computation of problems of practical relevance. This difficulty can be naturally overcome, provided the local analytical solutions are used to bridge the viscous-dominated region.
In [5] , the duration of the quiescent period is assumed to be much larger than the duration of the bursting process, so that solutions for the unsteady Navier-Stokes equations can be given in terms of the flow development between pairs of streaks. The analysis resorts to standard methods for orthogonal functions to arrive at a set of three nonlinear governing equations that have to be solved numerically. In addition, a semi-similarity procedure is proposed, resulting in a solution that includes XHhL. This function is a similarity solution of the linear diffusion equation that behaves logarithmically for large h and vanishes at h = 0. Mean velocity profiles are obtained by evaluating a time-average of the solution over the period between bursts, T B + .
In mathematics X is generally used to denote a variant of the Riemann zeta function. Here, no confusion should arise: the function X, as defined in [5] , is given by the equation e1 below.
Instantaneous and averaged velocity profiles are presented for four combinations of p Here, we develop a new version of the near-wall turbulent velocity profile shown in [5] , in particular, of the XHhL function. This article introduces the required features of function XHhL and its derivatives. In addition, we present some original identities for the hypergeometric functions 1 F 1 and p F p . ‡ Identity Involving 1 F 1 and p F p
The function XHhL is of particular relevance, being the only known similarity solution of the linear diffusion equation that behaves logarithmically for large h and vanishes at h = 0 [5] .
The XHhL function can be defined either in terms of an expansion or an integral, as shown in [5] (equations (44) and (42)). In the latter form, the triple integral can be rearranged to a single integral.
The coefficients d@jD are defined by a recurrence relation.
The sum in e1 is uniformly convergent for all h. This is particularly useful in the evaluation of XHhL for small to moderate values of h [5] .
This solves the recurrence equation. After substituting equation e4 into equation e1, the sum turns out to be a hypergeometric function.
The Walker Function
This is the second term of e5. 
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Take the derivative of e6 with respect to a for a = 1 and g = 3 ê 2.
Use e7 to substitute into e5.
X@hD ã -
To verify that e8 is an identity, we evaluate its right-hand side for h = 6 ê 5 with 100 digits of precision.
For X £ @hD and X ££ @hD, Mathematica 8 gives the following.
Mathematica 8 can evaluate e9 and e10 for numerical values of h. The following rule generates derivatives of order n that earlier versions of Mathematica can evaluate. For X £ @hD and X ££ @hD, the function WalkerDerivative gives the following.
The Walker Function
To verify that the right-hand sides of e9 and e11 are equal and that the right-hand sides of e10 and e12 are equal, we evaluate them for h = 6 ê 5 with 100 digits of precision.
8True, True< ‡ Initial Value Problem
To derive the initial value problem for X@hD, we use e8 and its derivatives.
To obtain the desired initial value problem, we eliminate from e14 and e15 the hypergeometric function and replace h by 0 in e13 and e14. e16 = Prepend@8e13, e14< ê. h Ø 0, Equal üü Expand@Solve@Eliminate@8e14, e15<, e14@@2, 4DDD, X ££ @hDD@@ 1, 1DDDD
:
The resulting ordinary differential equation is equivalent to equations (40) and (41) in [5] . The condition X@0D ã 0 is also given in [5] . However, the condition X £ @0D ã 0 is missing in [5] , where no attempt is made to obtain a numerical solution.
We plot the function X@hD (blue) and its derivative X £ @hD (purple). XH0.000L = 0.000, X'H0.000L = 0.000
Exact expressions for the Walker function XHhL and its derivatives are obtained. From a computational point of view, an important result is the specification of the initial value problem, for it allows extremely fast interpolating functions to be generated. From a mathematical point of view, some new identities between the two hypergeometric functions 1 F 1 and p F p are presented. These identities were revealed by the built-in Mathematica functions RSolve, Sum, and FullSimplify. Of possible interest is the application of the techniques to discover new identities and to the problems described in the book by Petkovšek et al. [7] . ‡ Acknowledgments 
